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a b s t r a c t
We propose three new finite element methods for solving boundary value problems of 4th
order differential equations with discontinuous coefficients. Typical differential equations
modeling the small transverse displacement of a beam and a thin plate formed bymultiple
uniform materials are considered. One important feature of these finite element methods
is that their meshes can be independent of the interface between different materials. Finite
element spaces based on both the conforming and mixed formulations are presented.
Numerical examples are given to illustrate capabilities of these methods.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we present immerse finite element (IFE) methods for solving boundary value problems of beam and bi-
harmonic equations with discontinuous coefficients. These are typical 4th order differential equations in engineering for
structuremodeling. It is assumed that the simulation domain is formedwith a number ofmaterialswhich are separated from
each other by a point or piecewise smooth curves across which the solution is required to satisfy certain jump conditions
imposed by the related physics, and we will generically call these problems interface problems in the discussion below.
The discontinuity in the coefficients implies that the solution to these boundary value problem cannot have enough
global regularity for conventional finite element methods to perform efficiently. It is known that the lack of smoothness
of the exact solution across the interface can even make a numerical method not to perform as expected or converge at
all [1–3]. It was noticed long time ago [4,5] that more efficient finite element methods can be generated by incorporating
more properties of the boundary value problem to be solved. One conventional approach to handle interface problems is
to use meshes formed according to the material interfaces such that each element in a mesh is essentially occupied by one
material; see [6,2,3] and the references therein.
The recently introduced immersed finite element (IFE)methods [7–9] employ an alternative approach to handle interface
problems. Instead of using a mesh formed according to the discontinuity of the coefficient, an IFE method can use a mesh
formed independent of the material interfaces together with finite element functions developed according to the interface
jump conditions on elements cut through bymaterial interfaces.We note that the IFE using linear polynomials in 1D, 2D, and
3D are discussed in [7–10], its application in the multigrid technique can be found in [11]. The 2D bilinear IFE is discussed
in [12,13]. The IFE using higher degree polynomials is discussed in [14–16]. Some applications of IFE methods can be found
in [17–22], other methods and related applications can be seen in [23–26].
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All the IFE methods in the literature up to now are for solving the interface problems of 2nd order elliptic equations.
The main goal of this article is to extend IFE to a class of 4th order differential equations that are of great importance in
engineering applications. In particular, we will consider the following two boundary value problems (BVP):
BVP for the beam equation:
(β(x)u′′(x))′′ = f (x), x ∈ Ω = (0, 1) ⊂ R, (1.1)
u(0) = u′(0) = u(1) = u′(1) = 0. (1.2)
BVP for the bi-harmonic equation:
∆(β(x, y)1u(x, y)) = f (x, y), (x, y) ∈ Ω ⊂ R2, (1.3)
u(x, y) = ∂u(x, y)
∂n
= 0, (x, y) ∈ ∂Ω. (1.4)
We note that these BVP problems have homogeneous boundary conditions, but the schemes developed in this article can
be easily extended to handle nonhomogeneous boundary conditions; see Remarks 2.1 and 3.3 for more details.
Without loss of generality, we consider the case that the structure is formed by two materials, all the results can be
extended to handle the situation in which the structure is configured with more than twomaterials. Hence, we assume that
the solution domainΩ is separated into two sub-domainsΩ s, s = ± by an interface Γ such thatΩ = Ω− ∪Ω+ ∪ Γ and
the material parameter β is a piecewise constant function:
β(X) =

β−, X ∈ Ω−,
β+, X ∈ Ω+. (1.5)
In addition to the usual boundary condition on ∂Ω , pertinent physics leads to jump conditions cross the interface.We hence
need to solve the so-called interface problems consisting of one of the BVP above and the related interface jump conditions.
Interface jump conditions for the beam equation:
[u]x=α = 0, [u′]x=α = 0, [βu′′]x=α = 0, [(βu′′)′]x=α = 0. (1.6)
Here we have assumed that the material interface is located at α ∈ Ω = (0, 1) such thatΩ− = (0, α) andΩ+ = (α, 1).
Interface jump conditions for the bi-harmonic equation:
[u]Γ = 0,
[
∂u
∂n
]
Γ
= 0, [β(x, y)1u(x, y)]|Γ = 0,
[
∂(β(x, y)1u(x, y))
∂n
]
Γ
= 0. (1.7)
We plan to discuss the IFE spaces that can be used in both the conforming and mixed formulations for solving these
interface problems. The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the IFE spaces for the beam
equation. We first discuss an IFE space based on the cubic Hermitian polynomials that can be used in the usual conforming
method for solving the interface problem of the beam equation. We then develop an IFE space using linear polynomials that
can be used in a mixed formulation. In Section 3, we discuss the 2D IFE space constructed with linear polynomials for the
mixed formulation. In Section 4, we present numerical results to demonstrate features of the finite elementsmethods based
on these new IFE spaces.
2. IFE spaces for the beam equation
In this section, we discuss IFE spaces for solving the interface problems of the beam equation defined by (1.1), (1.2) and
(1.6). We start with the conforming IFE. First, formally multiplying the beam equation (1.1) by v ∈ H20 (Ω) and applying
integration by part piecewisely on (0, α) and (α, 1), we can reduce the interface problem to its weak form: find u ∈ H2(Ω)
that satisfies the boundary condition (1.2) and∫ 1
0
βv′′u′′dx =
∫ 1
0
vf dx, ∀v ∈ H20 (Ω). (2.8)
The conforming formulation for the interface problem of the beam equation then requires the finite element space to be in
H2(Ω). To develop the IFE space needed, we consider a mesh ofΩ = (0, 1):
Th : x0 = 0 < x1 < x2 < · · · < xN < xN+1 = 1
with
hi = xi − xi−1, i = 1, 2, . . . ,N + 1, h = max
1≤i≤N+1
hi.
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Under the assumption that the solution contains only onematerial interface, all the elements in this mesh are non-interface
element except for eα = (xiα , xiα+1) such that
xiα ≤ α ≤ xiα+1.
On each of the non-interface elements ei = (xi, xi+1), 0 ≤ i ≤ N, i ≠ iα , we use the following local finite element space
Sh(ei) = span{φi,1(x), φi,2(x), φi,3(x), φi,4(x)}
where φi,j(x), 1 ≤ j ≤ 4 are the standard Hermitian cubic nodal basis functions defined by
Fi(x) = x− xixi+1 − xi , 0 ≤ i ≤ N,
Nˆ1(ξ) = 2ξ 3 − 3ξ 2 + 1, Nˆ2(ξ) = ξ 3 − 2ξ 2 + ξ,
Nˆ3(ξ) = −2ξ 3 + 3ξ 2, Nˆ4(ξ) = ξ 3 − ξ 2, 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1,
φi,j(x) = Nˆj(Fi(x)), j = 1, 3,
φi,j(x) = hi+1Nˆj(Fi(x)), j = 2, 4.
To construct suitable finite element functions on the interface element eiα , we start from the reference element eˆ = [0, 1]
which contain an interface point αˆ ∈ [0, 1]. We then consider basis functions in the following forms:
N1(ξ) = 1+ ξ 2(a1 + b1(ξ − αˆ)) if 0 ≤ ξ ≤ αˆ,
(ξ − 1)2(c1 + d1(ξ − αˆ)) if αˆ ≤ ξ ≤ 1,N2(ξ) = ξ + ξ 2(a2 + b2(ξ − αˆ)) if 0 ≤ ξ ≤ αˆ,
(ξ − 1)2(c2 + d2(ξ − αˆ)) if αˆ ≤ ξ ≤ 1,N3(ξ) = ξ 2(a3 + b3(ξ − αˆ)) if 0 ≤ ξ ≤ αˆ,1+ (ξ − 1)2(c3 + d3(ξ − αˆ)) if αˆ ≤ ξ ≤ 1,N4(ξ) = ξ 2(a4 + b4(ξ − αˆ)) if 0 ≤ ξ ≤ αˆ,
(ξ − 1)+ (ξ − 1)2(c4 + d4(ξ − αˆ)) if αˆ ≤ ξ ≤ 1.
(2.9)
First, we can easily verify that these functions satisfy the following nodal value configuration as Nˆi(ξ), 1 ≤ i ≤ 4:
Ni(0) = 1, if i = 1,0, if i ≠ 1, N ′i (0) =

1, if i = 2,
0, if i ≠ 2,
Ni(1) = 1, if i = 3,0, if i ≠ 3, N ′i (1) =

1, if i = 4,
0, if i ≠ 4.
(2.10)
Furthermore, the coefficients in these basis functions can be determined according to the interface jump conditions as stated
in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. The coefficients ai, bi, ci, di, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 in (2.9) are uniquely determined by the interface jump conditions:
[Ni]ξ=α˜ = 0, [N ′i ]ξ=α˜ = 0, [βN ′′i ]ξ=α˜ = 0, [(βN ′′i )′]ξ=α˜ = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
Proof. Applying the jump conditions toNi(ξ) leads to the following linear system about its coefficients:
αˆ2 0 −(αˆ − 1)2 0
2αˆ αˆ2 −2(αˆ − 1) −(αˆ − 1)2
2β− 4αˆβ− −2β+ −4(αˆ − 1)β+
0 6β− 0 −6β+

aibici
di
 = q⃗i, (2.11)
q⃗1 =
−100
0
 , q⃗2 =
−αˆ−10
0
 , q⃗3
100
0
 , q⃗4 =
αˆ − 110
0
 .
Then, the result of this theorem follows from the fact that the determinant of the coefficient matrix in the linear system
above is nonzero for any β± > 0 and αˆ ∈ [0, 1]. 
The cubic IFE basis functionsNi(ξ), 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 are consistent with the standard Hermitian cubic basis functions in the
sense stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2. The following hold for the cubic IFE basis functions:
1. If β(x) = β is a constant function, thenNi(ξ) = Nˆi(ξ), i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
2. If αˆ = 0 or αˆ = 1, thenNi(ξ) = Nˆi(ξ), i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
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Fig. 1. The plots on the left are the standardHermite cubic basis functions. The plots on the right are cubic IFE basis functionswithβ− = 2, β+ = 100, αˆ =
π/6.
Proof. These results can be directly verified by discussing the solutions to (2.11). 
Plots in Fig. 1 illustrate the differences between the standard cubic Hermitian basis functions and the cubic IFE basis
functions on the reference element. From these plots we can see the similarities between the standard cubic Hermitian
basis function and the IFE basis functions, especially from the point of view of the nodal value configuration. However, the
IFE functions are also very much different because they are required to satisfy the interface jump conditions.
Following the usual procedure,we can then introduce the cubic IFE basis functions on the interface element eiα as follows:φiα ,j(x) = Nj(Fiα (x)), j = 1, 3,φiα ,j(x) = hiα+1Nj(Fiα (x)), j = 2, 4,
and on the interface element eiα we will use the following local finite element space
Sh(eiα ) = span{φiα ,1(x),φiα ,2(x),φiα ,3(x),φiα ,4(x)}.
Following the usual procedure, we can use these local finite element spaces to form the Hermitian type IFE Sh(Ω) such that
Sh(Ω) = {u ∈ H2(Ω) | u|e ∈ Sh(e) ∀e ∈ Th}.
We now consider solving the interface problem for the beam equation with lower degree polynomials using a mixed
formulation similar to the one in [27]. We start from letting
v(x) = β(x)u′′(x). (2.12)
The BVP (1.1) and (1.2) for the beam equation becomes a BVP for the system of differential equations for both u and v as
follows:
v(x)−β(x)u′′(x) = 0, x ∈ (0, 1), (2.13)
(

β(x)v(x))′′ = f (x), x ∈ (0, 1), (2.14)
u(0) = 0, u′(0) = 0, u(1) = 0, u′(1) = 0, (2.15)
and the interface jump conditions become
[u]x=α = 0, [u′]x=α = 0, [

βv]x=α = 0, [

βv′]x=α = 0. (2.16)
We now formally derive the weak form for (2.13)–(2.15). Let
Ω = (0, 1), Ω− = (0, α), Ω+ = (α, 1),
H˜1α(Ω) = {v ∈ L2(Ω), v|Ωs ∈ H1(Ω s), s = ±},
H1v (Ω) = {v | v ∈ H˜1α(Ω), [

βv]α = 0},
and assume that f ∈ L2. From (2.12), we can show that∫ 1
0
φ(x)v(x)dx+
∫ 1
0

β(x)φ′(x)u′(x)dx = 0, ∀φ ∈ H1v (Ω). (2.17)
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Here, we have used the boundary condition u′(0) = u′(1) = 0 and the fact that
[φ(x)β(x)u′(x)]x=α = u′(α)[β(x)φ(x)]x=α = 0
because u is supposed to satisfy the jump condition (2.16) and φ ∈ H1v (Ω). Similarly, by (2.14), we have
−
∫ 1
0

β(x)ψ ′(x)v′(x)dx =
∫ 1
0
ψ(x)f (x)dx, ∀ψ ∈ H10 (Ω). (2.18)
To obtain the identity above, we have used the fact that [√β(x)ψ(x)v′(x)]x=α = 0 because ψ ∈ H1(Ω) and v is supposed
to satisfy the jump condition (2.16).
Hence the weak form of the BVP (2.13) and (2.14) is to find u ∈ H1u (Ω) = H10 (Ω) and v ∈ H1v (Ω) such that (2.17) and
(2.18) hold. This weak form suggests that we can solve the interface problem of the beam equation by C0 elements. We
proceed to construct finite element space Sh,u(Ω) ⊂ H1u (Ω) and Sh,v(Ω) ⊂ H1v (Ω) on a mesh Th and compute uh ∈ Sh,u(Ω)
and vh ∈ Sh,v(Ω) by∫ 1
0
φh(x)vh(x)dx+
∫ 1
0

β(x)φ′h(x)u
′
h(x)dx = 0, ∀φh ∈ Sh,v(Ω), (2.19)
−
∫ 1
0

β(x)ψ ′h(x)v
′
h(x)dx =
∫ 1
0
ψh(x)f (x)dx, ∀ψh ∈ Sh,u(Ω). (2.20)
The jump condition (2.16) also suggests that we should construct functions φh ∈ Sh,v(Ω) to satisfy the following jump
conditions
[βφh]α = 0, [βφ′h]α = 0. (2.21)
Specifically, we present an IFE space based on linear polynomials that can be used in this weak formulation. Consider the
same mesh Th described before. On each non-interface element ei = (xi, xi+1), 0 ≤ i ≤ N , we use the following standard
local linear finite element space
Sh(ei) = span{φi,1(x), φi,2(x)},
φi,1(x) = xi+1 − xhi+1 , φi,2(x) =
x− xi
hi+1
.
These local finite element spaces can be used for approximating u and we let
Sh,u(Ω) = {w | w ∈ H1(Ω), w|ei ∈ Sh(ei) ∀ei ∈ Th}. (2.22)
For approximating v in the mixed formulation, we can use the linear local finite element Sh(ei) for i ≠ iα . Over the interface
element eiα , we first construct the following nodal IFE basis functions:φiα ,k(x) = alx+ bl, x ∈ [xiα , α],arx+ br , x ∈ [α, xiα+1] k = 1, 2.
Following the general idea of IFE, we then determine the coefficients inφiα ,k(x) by the following conditions:φiα ,k(xiα+(j−1)) = δjk, j, k = 1, 2, (2.23)
[βφk,i]α = 0, [βφ′]α = 0. (2.24)
By direct calculations, we can easily verify that (2.23) and (2.24) lead to the following formulas forφiα ,k, k = 1, 2:
φiα ,1(x) =

1
hiα+1
(xiα+1 − x), x ∈ [xiα , α),
=
√
β−√
β+
1
hiα+1
(xiα+1 − x), x ∈ (α, xiα+1],
(2.25)
φiα ,2(x) =

√
β+√
β−
1
hiα+1
(x− xiα ), x ∈ [xiα , α),
1
hiα+1
(x− xiα ), x ∈ (α, xiα+1].
(2.26)
Then, we introduce the following local IFE space on the interface element eiα :Sh(eiα ) = span{φiα ,1(x),φiα ,2(x)}
and form the following IFE space for approximating v:
Sh,v(Ω) = {w |

βw ∈ H1(Ω), w|ei ∈ Sh(ei) ∀i ≠ iα, w|eiα ∈Sh(eiα )}. (2.27)
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Remark 2.1. If the boundary conditions in the BVP for the beam equation are nonhomogeneous, then (2.17) becomes∫ 1
0
φ(x)v(x)dx+
∫ 1
0

β(x)φ′(x)u′(x)dx = β(1)φ(1)u′(1)−β(0)φ(0)u′(0), ∀φ ∈ H1v (Ω). (2.28)
In the weak form, we then look for u ∈ H1u (Ω) = H1(Ω) and v ∈ H1v (Ω) such that (2.28) and (2.18) are true. Corresponding
mixed IFE method follows from this modified weak form and we use it to solve the BVP of the beam equation with
nonhomogeneous boundary conditions.
3. A linear IFE space for the bi-harmonic equation
To avoid the complexity ofH2 type finite elements,we consider solving the interface problemof the bi-harmonic equation
in a mixed formulation so that the IFE space can be formed as a subspace of H1(Ω) in a certain sense. As before, we can see
that the interface problems (1.3), (1.4) and (1.7) can be reduced to the following BVP for the bi-harmonic equation: find
u(x, y) and v(x, y) such that
v(x, y) = β(x, y)1u(x, y), (x, y) ∈ Ω, (3.29)
∆(

β(x, y)v(x, y)) = f (x, y), (x, y) ∈ Ω, (3.30)
u(x, y) = 0, ∂u(x, y)
∂n
= 0, (x, y) ∈ ∂Ω, (3.31)
[u]Γ =
[
∂u
∂n
]
Γ
= [β(x, y)v(x, y)]Γ = [∂(√β(x, y)v(x, y))
∂n
]
Γ
= 0. (3.32)
To formally derive the weak form for the BVP above, we let
H˜1α(Ω) = {v ∈ L2(Ω), v|Ωs ∈ H1(Ω s), s = ±},
H1v (Ω) = {v | v ∈ H˜1α(Ω), [

βv]Γ = 0},
and assume that f ∈ L2. Multiplying (3.29) by a function φ ∈ H1v (Ω) leads to
φ(x, y)v(x, y)− φ(x, y)β(x, y)1u(x, y) = 0,∫
Ω
φ(x, y)v(x, y)dxdy−β− ∫
Ω−
φ(x, y)1u(x, y)dxdy−β+ ∫
Ω+
φ(x, y)1u(x, y)dxdy = 0,∫
Ω
φ(x, y)v(x, y)dxdy+β− ∫
Ω−
∇φ(x, y) · ∇u(x, y)dxdy−β− ∫
∂Ω−
φ(x, y)
∂u
∂n
ds
+β+ ∫
Ω+
∇φ(x, y) · ∇u(x, y)dxdy−β+ ∫
∂Ω+
φ(x, y)
∂u
∂n
ds = 0,∫
Ω
φ(x, y)v(x, y)dxdy+
∫
Ω

β∇φ(x, y) · ∇u(x, y)dxdy−
∫
∂Ω

βφ(x, y)
∂u
∂n
ds
−
∫
Γ
[
βφ(x, y)
∂u
∂n
]
Γ
ds = 0,∫
Ω
φ(x, y)v(x, y)dxdy+
∫
Ω

β∇φ(x, y) · ∇u(x, y)dxdy = 0,
where we have used the assumption that u satisfies the boundary condition (3.31) and the interface jump condition (3.32).
Similarly, multiplying (3.30) by ψ ∈ H10 (Ω), we have
ψ(x, y)∆(

β(x, y)v(x, y)) = ψ(x, y)f (x, y),∫
Ω
ψ(x, y)∆(

β(x, y)v(x, y))dxdy =
∫
Ω
ψ(x, y)f (x, y)dxdy,∫
Ω−
ψ(x, y)∆(

β(x, y)v(x, y))dxdy+
∫
Ω+
ψ(x, y)∆(

β(x, y)v(x, y))dxdy =
∫
Ω
ψ(x, y)f (x, y)dxdy,
β−
∫
Ω−
ψ(x, y)1v(x, y)dxdy+β+ ∫
Ω+
ψ(x, y)1v(x, y)dxdy =
∫
Ω
ψ(x, y)f (x, y)dxdy,
β−
∫
∂Ω−
ψ(x, y)
∂v
∂n
ds−β− ∫
Ω−
∇ψ(x, y) · ∇v(x, y)dxdy+β+ ∫
∂Ω+
ψ(x, y)
∂v
∂n
ds
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Fig. 2. A typical interface element T . The curve between D and E is part of the interface Γ .
−β+ ∫
Ω+
∇ψ(x, y) · ∇v(x, y)dxdy =
∫
Ω
ψ(x, y)f (x, y)dxdy,∫
Γ
ψ(x, y)
[
β
∂v
∂n
]
ds−
∫
Ω

β∇ψ(x, y) · ∇v(x, y)dxdy =
∫
Ω
ψ(x, y)f (x, y)dxdy,
−
∫
Ω

β∇ψ(x, y) · ∇v(x, y)dxdy =
∫
Ω
ψ(x, y)f (x, y)dxdy,
where we have used the assumption that v satisfies the interface jump condition (3.32). Hence, a weak form for the mixed
interface problems (3.29)–(3.32) is to find u ∈ H10 (Ω) and v ∈ H1v (Ω) such that∫
Ω
φ(x, y)v(x, y)dxdy+
∫
Ω

β∇φ(x, y) · ∇u(x, y)dxdy = 0, ∀φ ∈ H1v (Ω), (3.33)
−
∫
Ω

β∇ψ(x, y) · ∇v(x, y)dxdy =
∫
Ω
ψ(x, y)f (x, y)dxdy, ∀ψ ∈ H10 (Ω). (3.34)
We now consider finite element spaces to be used to solve the interface problems of the bi-harmonic equation in the
mixed formulation. The weak form suggests that we can use H1 type finite elements. Let Th be a triangular mesh ofΩ which
is independent of the interface. We call those elements in Th cut through by Γ the interface elements, and call the rest
non-interface elements. On each element T = 1A1A2A3 ∈ Th, we let
Sh(T ) = span{φ1(X), φ2(X), φ3(X)}
where φi(X), i = 1, 2, 3, are linear polynomials such that
φi(Aj) = δij, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3.
For u, we can use the usual linear finite element space:
Sh,u(Ω) = {w | w ∈ H1(Ω), w|T ∈ Sh(T ) ∀T ∈ Th}.
For v, we can use Sh(T ) on each non-interface element T . On an interface element T ∈ Th, we develop a local IFE space that
incorporates the interface jump condition (3.32) for v as follows. Assume that the interface curve Γ intersects the edges of
T = 1A1A2A3 at D ∈ A1A3 and E ∈ A1A2; see the plot in Fig. 2. Note that the line DE cuts T into 2 sub-elements, T− and T+.
We would like to form three local basis functionsφi(x, y), i = 1, 2, 3 such that
φi(x, y) =

φ−i (x, y) = a−i x+ b−i y+ c−i , (x, y) ∈ T−,φ+i (x, y) = a+i x+ b+i y+ c+i , (x, y),∈ T+,
β−φ−i (D) = β+φ+i (D), β−φ−i (E) = β−φ+i (E),
(

β−∇φ−i −β+∇φ+i ) · n(DE) = 0,
(3.35)
and φi(xj, yj) = 1, if i = j,0, if i ≠ j.
Here, n(DE) is a unit vector perpendicular to the line segmentDE. Depending on the locations of the interface points D and E
on the edges of an interface element T = 1A1A2A3, there are 3 interface configurations. For an interface element configured
as in Fig. 2, we have
φ1(X) =

φ1(X), X ∈ T−,
β−
β+
φ1(X), X ∈ T+,
φi(X) =


β+
β−
φi(X), X ∈ T−,
φi(X), X ∈ T+,
i = 2, 3. (3.36)
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Remark 3.1. Formulas similar to (3.36) can be derived for interface elements in the other 2 configurations. In addition, by
mapping the interface element T = 1A1A2A3 to the reference element Tˆ = 1Aˆ1Aˆ2Aˆ3 with
Aˆ1 = (0, 1)t , Aˆ2 = (0, 0)t , Aˆ3 = (1, 0)t ,
we can easily show that these IFE basis functions are unique.
We let the local IFE space on an interface element T beSh(T ) = span{φ1(X),φ2(X),φ3(X)}.
We then define the IFE space Sh,v(Ω) for v such that each function φ ∈ Sh,v has the following properties:
• φ|T ∈ Sh(T ) if T ∈ Th is a non-interface element.• φ|T ∈Sh(T ) if T ∈ Th is an interface element.• φ(X) is continuous at all the nodes of Th.
Remark 3.2. The local IFE basis functions defined in (3.36) has the partition of unity property in the following sense:
φ1(X)+

β−
β+
φ2(X)+

β−
β+
φ3(X) = 1, ∀X ∈ T−,
β+
β−
φ1(X)+φ2(X)+φ3(X) = 1, ∀X ∈ T+.
Remark 3.3. The procedure described in Remark 2.1 can also be applied to modify the weak form defined by (3.33) and
(3.34) so that the nonhomogeneous boundary conditions of the bi-harmonic equation can be handled.
4. Numerical examples
In this section, we present numerical examples to demonstrate the performance of the IFE spaces developed in the
previous sections for solving the 4th order interface problems.
For the beam equation (1.1), we consider a model interface problem in which the boundary values and the right hand
function f (x) are such that the exact solution is
u(x) =

a cos(x)+ b sin(x) if 0 ≤ x < α,
cex + dx3 + 5 if α ≤ x ≤ 1 (4.37)
in which the coefficients a, b, c, d are chosen so that u satisfies the interface jump conditions (1.6) by the following linear
system:
cos(α) sin(α) −eα −α3
− sin(α) cos(α) −eα −3α2
−β− cos(α) −β− sin(α) −β+(eα) −6β+α
β− sin(α) −β− cos(α) −β+(eα) −6β+

abc
d
 =
500
0
 . (4.38)
The interface is α = π/6 and the following three configurations of the values for β(x) are considered:
Case 1 : B− = 2, B+ = 5,
Case 2 : B− = 2, B+ = 500,
Case 3 : B− = 2, B+ = 50 000,
which represent small, moderate, and large discontinuities of the coefficient.
Note that the cubic Hermite IFEs form a subspace of H2(0, 1). We can use this IFE space to solve the interface problem
for the beam via the standard conforming formulation. Data Tables 1–3 list errors in the cubic Hermite IFE solutions uh for
various values ofmesh size h. Applying linear regression to the data, we note that these numerical results obey the following
relationships:
For Case 1:
‖u− uh‖0 ≈ 0.0050h3.9797,
|u− uh|1 ≈ 0.0174h2.9809,
|u− uh|2 ≈ 0.1137h1.9825.
For Case 2:
‖u− uh‖0 ≈ 0.0046h3.9373,
|u− uh|1 ≈ 0.0167h2.9546,
|u− uh|2 ≈ 0.1101h1.9596.
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Table 1
Errors of the cubic Hermite IFE solution for the beam
interface problem with α = π/6, β− = 2, β+ = 5.
h ‖u− uh‖0 |u− uh|1 |u− uh|2
1/5 8.0336e−006 1.3962e−004 4.5465e−003
1/10 5.4508e−007 1.8874e−005 1.2249e−003
1/15 1.0533e−007 5.4772e−006 5.3256e−004
1/20 3.3300e−008 2.3083e−006 2.9930e−004
1/25 1.3913e−008 1.2042e−006 1.9564e−004
1/30 6.5913e−009 6.8529e−007 1.3330e−004
1/35 3.5891e−009 4.3509e−007 9.8704e−005
1/40 2.1002e−009 2.9104e−007 7.5446e−005
1/45 1.3045e−009 2.0347e−007 5.9360e−005
1/50 8.6571e−010 1.4977e−007 4.8553e−005
Table 2
Errors of the cubic Hermite IFE solution for the beam
interface problem α = π/6, β− = 2, β+ = 500.
h ‖u− uh‖0 |u− uh|1 |u− uh|2
1/5 7.9078e−006 1.3777e−004 4.5309e−003
1/10 5.5657e−007 1.9286e−005 1.2524e−003
1/15 1.0782e−007 5.6404e−006 5.5324e−004
1/20 3.4771e−008 2.4096e−006 3.1263e−004
1/25 1.4575e−008 1.2601e−006 2.0428e−004
1/30 6.8754e−009 7.1608e−007 1.3966e−004
1/35 3.7333e−009 4.5646e−007 1.0356e−004
1/40 2.1685e−009 3.0656e−007 7.9639e−005
1/45 1.4484e−009 2.1412e−007 6.2500e−005
1/50 9.6948e−010 1.5752e−007 5.1073e−005
Table 3
Errors of the cubic Hermite IFE solution for the beam
interface problem with α = π/6, β− = 2, β+ = 50 000.
h ‖u− uh‖0 |u− uh|1 |u− uh|2
1/5 7.9511e−006 1.3853e−004 4.5569e−003
1/10 5.5978e−007 1.9392e−005 1.2568e−003
1/15 1.0845e−007 5.6737e−006 5.5661e−004
1/20 3.4983e−008 2.4242e−006 3.1453e−004
1/25 3.2390e−008 1.2765e−006 2.0543e−004
1/30 6.9180e−009 7.2041e−007 1.4052e−004
1/35 3.8030e−009 4.5925e−007 1.0418e−004
1/40 2.2177e−009 3.0844e−007 8.0130e−005
1/45 1.4421e−009 2.1544e−007 6.2885e−005
1/50 9.0534e−010 1.5847e−007 5.1352e−005
For Case 3:
‖u− uh‖0 ≈ 0.0049h3.9314,
|u− uh|1 ≈ 0.0168h2.9541,
|u− uh|2 ≈ 0.1106h1.9592.
Here, ‖·‖0 is the L2 norm, |·|i , i = 1, 2 are the semi-H i norms. These numerical results demonstrate that the cubic Hermite
IFE space can solve the interface problem for the beam equation at the optimal convergence rates from the point of view of
the polynomials used in this IFE space.
Then, we consider the IFE solution to model interface problem for the beam equation by using the usual linear finite
element space and the linear IFE space Sh,v(Ω) defined in (2.27) in the mixed method (2.19) and (2.20). The errors of the
linear IFE solutions in the L2 and the semi-H1 norms are listed in data Tables 4–6. These data lead the following estimates
about convergence rates of the linear IFE solutions:
For Case 1:
‖u− uh‖0 ≈ 0.1876h1.9982,
|u− uh|1 ≈ 0.5855h0.9988,
‖v − vh‖0 ≈ 0.3288h1.9895,
|v − vh|1 ≈ 1.8577h1.0011.
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Table 4
Errors of the linear IFE solution for the beam interface problem with α =
π/6, β− = 2, β+ = 5.
h ‖u− uh‖0 |u− uh|1 ‖v − vh‖0 |v − vh|1
1/10 1.8771e−003 5.8527e−002 3.3525e−003 1.8692e−001
1/20 4.7185e−004 2.9404e−002 8.3314e−004 9.1802e−002
1/45 1.1850e−004 1.4741e−002 2.1806e−004 4.6171e−002
1/80 2.9622e−005 7.3703e−003 5.4450e−005 2.3080e−002
1/160 7.4036e−006 3.6830e−003 1.3593e−005 1.1540e−002
1/320 1.8503e−006 1.8412e−003 3.3984e−006 5.7719e−003
1/640 4.6259e−007 9.2059e−004 8.5197e−007 2.8882e−003
Table 5
Errors of the linear IFE solution for the beam interface problem with α =
π/6, β− = 2, β+ = 500.
h ‖u− uh‖0 |u− uh|1 ‖v − vh‖0 |v − vh|1
1/10 3.0737e−003 9.7145e−002 2.4583e−003 1.5049e−001
1/20 7.7517e−004 4.9190e−002 5.6495e−004 7.0409e−002
1/45 1.9648e−004 2.4836e−002 1.2886e−004 3.5497e−002
1/80 4.9103e−005 1.2418e−002 3.2220e−005 1.7753e−002
1/160 1.2269e−005 6.1986e−003 8.0634e−006 8.8791e−003
1/320 3.0651e−006 3.0985e−003 2.0291e−006 4.4433e−003
1/640 7.6660e−007 1.5497e−003 5.0563e−007 2.2264e−003
Table 6
Errors of the linear IFE solution for the beam interface problem with α =
π/6, β− = 2, β+ = 50 000.
h ‖u− uh‖0 |u− uh|1 ‖v − vh‖0 |v − vh|1
1/10 3.0896e−003 9.7733e−002 2.3149e−003 1.4957e−001
1/20 7.7915e−004 4.9492e−002 5.2201e−004 6.9835e−002
1/45 1.9751e−004 2.4991e−002 1.1360e−004 3.5207e−002
1/80 4.9358e−005 1.2495e−002 2.8425e−005 1.7608e−002
1/160 1.2333e−005 6.2372e−003 7.1221e−006 8.8068e−003
1/320 3.0811e−006 3.1178e−003 1.7965e−006 4.4072e−003
1/640 7.7058e−007 1.5594e−003 4.4654e−007 2.2085e−003
For Case 2:
‖u− uh‖0 ≈ 0.3065h1.9955,
|u− uh|1 ≈ 0.9713h0.9961,
‖v − vh‖0 ≈ 0.2503h2.0351,
|v − vh|1 ≈ 1.4785h1.0074.
For Case 3:
‖u− uh‖0 ≈ 0.3080h1.9955,
|u− uh|1 ≈ 0.9713h0.9960,
‖v − vh‖0 ≈ 0.9772h2.0493,
|v − vh|1 ≈ 1.4688h1.0077.
Again, we observe that the linear IFE can solve the interface problems of the beam equation optimally. In particular, in this
mixed method, vh can approximate
√
βu′′ at the convergence rate similar to that of the cubic Hermite IFE solution, but vh is
just a piecewise linear polynomial.
For the interface problems of the bi-harmonic described by (1.3), (1.4) and (1.7), we consider a model problem in which
the solution domain isΩ = (−1, 1)× (−1, 1)with
Ω− = {(x, y) | x2 + y2 ≤ r0}, Ω+ = Ω \Ω−, r0 = π/6.28,
and the right-hand side function f (x, y) and boundary conditions are chosen such that the exact solution of the interface
problem is
u(x, y) =

β+
25β−
(x2 + y2)5/2 − (β
− − β+)r50
25β−
(−1+ 5 ln(r0)), (x, y) ∈ Ω−,
1
25
(x2 + y2)5/2 − (β
− − β+)r50
25β−
ln

x2 + y2

, (x, y) ∈ Ω+.
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Table 7
Errors of the linear IFE solution for the
bi-harmonic interface problem with r0 =
π/6.26, β− = 2, β+ = 5.
h ‖u− uh‖0 |u− uh|1
1/10 5.4723e−003 8.5218e−002
1/20 1.3788e−003 4.2864e−002
1/45 3.4773e−004 2.1460e−002
1/80 8.7546e−005 1.0734e−002
1/160 2.1958e−005 5.3678e−003
1/320 5.4974e−006 2.6840e−003
1/640 1.3745e−006 1.3420e−003
The errors of the IFE solution uh to the bi-harmonic interface problem generated by the mixed method described by (3.33)
and (3.34) are listed in Table 7. The data in this table satisfy the following estimates:
‖u− uh‖0 ≈ 0.1358h1.9930,
|u− uh|1 ≈ 0.4265h0.9986,
from which we can see that this IFE method can solve the interface problem of the bi-harmonic equation at the optimal
convergence rates. However, we observe no convergence on the IFE solution vh in our numerical experiments. This is to
be expected because even for the bi-harmonic BVP with a constant coefficient, the mixed finite element method with
linear polynomials cannot generate a convergent vh; see [28] and related references therein. We have also observed similar
performance of this IFE method when it is used to solve an interface problem with a large coefficient jump, for example,
β− = 2, β+ = 500.
5. Conclusion
In this article, we consider solving typical 4th order interface problems in which the differential equation is either the
beam equation or the bi-harmonic equation, and the coefficient in the differential equation is assumed to be piecewise
constant. Two IFE spaces are developed for the beam interface problems and another one for the bi-harmonic interface
problems. A common feature of these IFE spaces is that they can be used to solve these interface problems with a mesh
independent of the coefficient discontinuity. Numerical experiments also demonstrate that methods based on these IFE
spaces can generate approximations to the exact solution of an interface problem with the optimal convergence rates from
the point of view of the polynomials employed.
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